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ABSTRACT 

The reduction of the friction coefficient from the static to kinetic friction coefficient and the recovery 
of the friction coefficient under the reduction of sliding velocity are the fundamental characteristics in 
friction phenomena, which are recognized widely. Difference of the static and kinetic frictions often 
reaches up to several tens of percent. The formulation of friction phenomenon taken account of these 
fundamental friction behavior is of importance for accurate analyses of practical problems in 
engineering. The constitutive equation of friction describing these behavior has been formulated based 
on the subloading surface concept (Hashiguchi [2]) and thus it is called the subloading-friction model
([4], [5], [3]). However, it has been formulated based on the hypoelastic-based plasticity (e.g. Perić 
and Owen [7], Buczkowski and Kleiber [1], [4], [5], [3]), in which the elastic sliding velocity is limited 
to be infinitesimal and the cumbersome time-integration of corotational contract stress rate is required. 
The subloading-friction model has been improved based on the hyperelastic-based plasticity [3]. It is 
capable of decribing the negative rate-sensitivity observed in the dry-friction. Then, it has been 
extedned to describe the positive rate-sensitivity observed in the fluid friction by incorporating the 
viscoplasticity (Hashiguchi et al. [6]).  
    The validity of the above-mentioned generalized subloading-friction model will be verified by the 
numerial studies for both the dry and the fluid frictions. The detailed numerical results will be shown 
in this article.  
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